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Insights from Introducing Natural Selection to Novices using 

Animations of Antibiotic Resistance 

Antibiotic resistance is typically used to justify education about evolution, as 

evolutionary reasoning improves our understanding of causes of resistance and 

possible countermeasures. It has also been promoted as a useful context for 

teaching natural selection, because its potency as a selection factor, in 

combination with the very short generation times of bacteria, allows observation 

of rapid selection. It is also amenable to animations, which have potential for 

promoting conceptual inferences. Thus, we have explored the potential benefits 

of introducing antibiotic resistance as a first example of natural selection, in 

animations, to novice pupils (aged 13-14 years). We created a series of 

animations that pupils interacted with in groups of 3-5 (total n=32). Data were 

collected at individual (pre-/post- test) and group (collaborative group questions) 

levels. In addition, the exercise was video-recorded and the full transcripts were 

analysed inductively. The results show that most of the pupils successfully 

applied basic evolutionary reasoning to predict antibiotic resistance development 

in tasks during and after the exercise, suggesting that this may be an effective 

approach. Pedagogical contributions include the identification of certain 

characteristics of the bacterial context for evolution teaching, including common 

misunderstandings, and factors to consider when designing animations. 

Keywords: natural selection; antibiotic resistance; animation; mutations; lower 

secondary education. 

Introduction 

Evolution is one of the foundations of biology. Through its generality and power to both 

explain biological history and allow predictions it transcends biological sub-disciplines 

such as biochemistry, ecology and botany. Evolution is also an important aspect of 

many of today’s great societal challenges, including climate change, antibiotic 

resistance and biodiversity management (Meagher, 2007). Thus, it is important for 

citizens to have at least some knowledge of evolutionary concepts, and advocates of 

evolution education often highlight its potential for improving our ability to address 
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societal problems (e.g. Bull & Wichman, 2001). Antibiotic resistance is a commonly 

mentioned example, since increasing resistance in bacteria is causing major global 

health threats, which can only be understood and addressed with knowledge of 

evolutionary processes (Antonovics, 2016; Genereux & Bergstrom, 2004; Gluckman et 

al., 2011).   

 

A major problem is that biology education researchers have consistently shown 

that evolution is a difficult subject to teach and learn (e.g. Gregory, 2009; Smith, 2010). 

There are many reasons to believe that antibiotic resistance is a useful context in which 

to situate teaching of evolution and natural selection (Delpech, 2009; Smith et al., 

2015). However, these benefits are usually grounded in assumptions that are poorly 

supported by empirical data or explanatory rationale. This paper addresses the 

assumptions’ validity by empirically exploring potential benefits of connecting teaching 

of evolution and antibiotic resistance. In addition, there are clear indications that visual 

animations promote conceptual inferences. Thus, it also addresses the educational value 

of animations illustrating key aspects of antibiotic resistance, and factors that may 

influence their effectiveness. 

Literature review 

Bacterial resistance to antibiotics is a major threat to human health rendering previously 

curable diseases untreatable. Given that functional antibiotics are a prerequisite for 

several other medical treatments such as chemotherapy, transplantations and invasive 

surgery the implications are even more fearsome (e.g. Cars et al., 2008). Unless radical 

actions are taken, antibiotic resistance has been estimated to cause 10 million lives each 

year and cost the global economy 100 trillion US Dollars up to 2050 (O’Neill, 2014). 

Studies measuring the public’s knowledge and beliefs about antibiotic resistance 
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consistently reveal that the public both have an incomplete understanding of antibiotic 

resistance (e.g. Gualano et al., 2015; Carter, Sun & Jump, 2016) and believe that they 

do not contribute to its development (McCullough et al., 2016). The last issue might be 

associated with findings that newspapers often frame antibiotic resistance as a 

responsibility for society rather than for the general public (Bohlin & Höst, 2014). 

Against this background, numerous campaigns and interventions to raise public 

awareness have been conducted (Cross, Tolfree, & Kipping, 2017) and a global public 

awareness campaign, focusing specifically on educating children and teenagers was the 

first intervention suggested by the Review on Antimicrobial Resistance (O’Neill, 2016). 

Clearly, increasing public knowledge about the processes leading to antibiotic resistance 

is of crucial importance. 

 

In Swedish compulsory biology education, both evolution and antibiotic 

resistance are parts of the central curricula for pupils aged 13-15 years (Skolverket, 

2011). This is the last mandatory biology course that all pupils must take, and thus 

should provide the basic biological knowledge needed by citizens. Although microbial 

resistance to antibiotics evolves through natural selection, in the commonly used 

textbooks in Sweden antibiotic resistance is generally covered in the context of 

microbiology whereas evolution is found in a separate chapter (Bohlin & Höst, 2015). A 

tendency to separate evolution from other biological contents in textbooks has also been 

observed, and criticised, in other countries, e.g. the USA (Nehm et al., 2009). This 

separation may at least partially explain why most pupils, including high-performers, 

had problems correctly answering items on antibiotic resistance that were included in 

nation-wide Swedish tests for 15-year-olds in 2014 and 2015. Commonly identified 

misconceptions (clearly related to evolutionary misunderstandings) were that bacteria 
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purposefully develop resistance and that humans, rather than bacteria, become resistant 

(Lind Pantzare et al., 2014; 2015). 

 

Reciprocally, research suggests that learning evolution can be facilitated through 

examples based on antibiotic resistance (e.g. Delpech, 2009). Suggested reasons for this 

include the short generation times and small sizes of bacteria, which allow large 

populations to live in small physical spaces and hence enable observations of rare 

events, such as survival of bacteria exposed to antibiotics through resistance-conferring 

mutations. Thus, exploitation of these traits can avoid the conceptual problems of 

grasping the enormous time frames needed to study, for example, mammalian evolution 

(Cheek, 2010). Moreover, very large numbers of bacteria can be cultivated in a test tube 

or studied under a microscope, providing convenient opportunities to study evolution in 

real-time in a school laboratory (Elena & Lenski, 2003; Smith et al., 2015).  

 

Further acknowledged problems with teaching evolution are so-called item 

feature effects, or surface features (Nehm & Ha, 2011; Nehm & Ridgway, 2011). This 

means that students have troubles seeing that general mechanisms act on all taxa, and 

tend to apply different explanatory patterns to different taxa, or groups of taxa, that 

share certain features. However, several studies indicate that interventions based on 

microbial antibiotic resistance can increase students’ likelihood to include randomness 

and submicroscopic mechanisms in explanations of natural selection (Cloud-Hansen et 

al., 2008; Robson & Burns, 2011; Göransson, Fiedler, Orraryd & Tibell, unpublished 

data). As randomness is often an obstacle for understanding evolution (Garvin-Doxas & 

Klymkowsky, 2008; Tibell & Harms, 2017), this implies that antibiotic resistance may 

be a valuable context for evolution education. Moreover, since DNA is crucial for 

variation (as the material in which variation arises and is inherited) and one of the 
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common denominators for mammals, bacteria and plants, drawing pupils’ attention to 

the molecular genetic events involved in the evolution of resistance may help them to 

perceive the generality of evolutionary mechanisms. Another reason why microbial 

antibiotic resistance may be suitable for teaching evolution is that it has high affective 

potential, due to its enormous societal relevance (Krist & Showsh, 2007; Wolf & 

Akkaraju, 2014), and thus meets a need noted by Hillis (2007) to make evolution 

teaching relevant and engaging for students. Lastly, in places where the theory of 

evolution is controversial, teaching antibiotic resistance may provide a way to convey 

the mechanisms of natural selection without explicitly referring to evolution (DeSantis, 

2009; Scharmann, 1994). 

 

Natural selection consists of a number of linked processes that occur at different 

organisational levels. For example, variation originates through random mutations and 

recombination within the hereditary material (DNA). These are subcellular molecular 

events, but consequences of slight variations in DNA sequences may include cellular-

level changes in proteins and meter-scale changes in physical characteristics. 

Furthermore, establishing patterns of changes in frequencies of traits over time in 

populations of many taxa generally requires observations over large areas and multiple 

generations. For example, the time frame required for the divergence of separated 

populations into different species is often millions of years. Thus, we cannot perceive 

many key evolutionary processes and require abstract thinking or visual aids to 

comprehend them. Hence, use of visual tools in the teaching of interrelations between 

evolutionary concepts and processes beyond our perceptual boundaries shows great 

promise (e.g. Lee & Tsai, 2013). Dynamic visualisations, such as animations, are 

particularly effective for promoting conceptual inferences, especially when scaffolds 

such as reflective prompts and interactive elements are present (McElhaney, 2015). 
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Thus, they may be highly valuable for teaching evolution and natural selection, but 

more research is needed on their educational effects in this context. 

Objectives 

As outlined above, introducing the evolution of bacterial antibiotic resistance to novice 

pupils through a series of interactive animations could be a powerful approach to 

promote the learning of evolution and natural selection. To assess this possibility, the 

presented study explores educational aspects of the approach, specifically addressing 

the following research questions:  

(1) What characterises novice pupils’ understanding of the origin of resistance, and 

how is their understanding affected by an interactive animation and 

accompanying exercise (described below)?’ 

(2) What obstacles and/or opportunities can be discerned for teaching the evolution 

of antibiotic resistance to novice pupils through a series of interactive 

animations in terms of (a) the origin of resistance, and (b) the ability to make 

predictions? 

(3) What evolutionary aspects do the pupils choose to include when asked to 

transfer reasoning from a bacterial to a mammalian context? 

Methods 

We employed mixed-methods in a study design combining individual written pre-tests, 

an intervention in which groups of pupils interacted with animations and solved 

problems, and individual written post-tests. 
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Sample 

The participants were 32 Swedish 8th grade pupils (16 male/16 female) aged 13-14 

years. The study was performed during two consecutive days (half of the pupils each 

day) as a part of their biology class. The participants had taken a segment of a course on 

microbiology a year before the exercise, but none had received any formal teaching on 

evolution. To resemble a normal situation for group work in the class, we let the teacher 

assign the pupils into groups consisting of 3-5 pupils. Informed consent was gathered 

from all participants and their parents. Five of the pupils agreed to take part in the study 

but did not want to be filmed. These formed a separate group from which only written 

responses were collected. The other pupils took part in all levels of data collection. All 

pupils were given an identification number to enable tracking of individuals through the 

exercise while ensuring anonymity. The pupils wore the numbers on stickers that were 

visible during the video-recordings, and wrote them on hand-in responses. A brief oral 

introduction was given to the whole class before the exercise. This included a 

presentation of the study, a short description of natural selection and an explanation of 

the relationships between DNA, genes and inheritance. 

Description of the interactive animations 

The animations describe how antibiotic resistance evolves in bacteria through mutations 

and natural selection.  

Overall design considerations 

A linear overall structure was chosen for the presentation of the animations (Figure 1). 

The junction at C indicates that the parts D and E can be accessed in any order. The 

main reason for adopting this largely linear structure was to introduce concepts 

sequentially, in the order required to understand them. 
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Figure 1. Overall structure of the interactive animation. Letters correspond to 

descriptions in the following text section. 

 

First, a short introductory text explains the general function of antibiotics and 

how to navigate the interactive animation (A in Figure 1). The overall context, a 

laboratory with test tubes, is also presented (Figure 2a). A scale transition from test 

tubes to bacteria is shown as an animation (B in Figure 1) with scale bars added. It aims 

to convey the large number of bacteria and their small size in comparison to a known 

frame of reference, the test tube (Figure 2a).  

 

Figure 2. A) The laboratory context. B) Zoom-in scale animation. 
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DNA-replication and mutations 

The next scenes (D and E) are centred around a schematic representation of a bacterium 

with two linked animations, one about DNA-replication and the other about mutations 

(Figure 3a). The first animation (D) shows the molecular basis of DNA-replication with 

randomly moving nucleotides arriving at DNA polymerase (Figure 3b). It also shows 

strand separation and base pairing. The second animation (E) shows base pairing with 

one base mismatch (i.e. a point mutation).  

 

Figure 3. A) Schematic representation of a bacterium with linked animations. B) 

Animation of nucleotides arriving at DNA polymerase by random walk. 

 

In both animations, base letters are also used to provide both symbolic and 

iconic representations of the correct pairing (Figure 4a). Since the visual difference 

between correct and incorrect base pairing is quite subtle in space-filling molecular 

models, a rotation of the chain is animated to show the base-pairing (Figure 4b). 
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Figure 4. A) Two concurrently replicating DNA-strands represented using space-filling 

atom models and letters corresponding to the types of bases. B) Mutation animation - 

base pairing showing one correctly matched base pair (right) and one incorrectly 

matched base pair (left). 

 

Subsequently, a schematic sequence of replicating bacteria is shown to place the 

mutation in a population context and highlight inheritance of the mutation (Figure 5a). 

Cell divisions of several generations are depicted by animations, and inheritance is 

indicated by using different color cues for wild type and mutated genotypes. The next 

sequence presents a graph showing exponential growth of a bacterial population in a test 

tube (Figure 5b). The number of bacteria in the population and the number of mutations 

are also shown. The animation continues with streaking of the bacteria (Figure 6a) on 

three agar plates: a control plate containing a medium with no antibiotic (AB0), a plate 

containing an antibiotic (AB1) and a plate containing another antibiotic (AB2). Lastly, 

the animation shows how colonies appear during incubation of the plates at 37 C 

(Figure 6b). 
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Figure 5. A) Schematic representation of exponential bacteria growth by mitosis, 

mutated genotypes depicted with yellow colour cue. B) Graph and numbers showing 

exponential growth of bacteria in the test tube to the right. 

 

 

Figure 6. A) Animation of streak plating. B) Animation state after incubation 

simulation. First plate – control (AB0), second and third plate – antibiotic-containing 

plates (AB1 and AB2). 

 

Data collection 

Following the common introduction, all pupils were asked to individually respond to a 

closed-response item with four alternatives (similar to the one used in the 2014 national 

test). The first two response-options in the item correspond to two common 

misconceptions about resistance development: that resistance develops as a response to 
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need and that humans, rather than bacteria, become resistant (e.g. Lind Pantzare et al., 

2015). The third false alternative describes the common advice to finish a whole course 

of antibiotic treatment once started as the main reason resistance appears.  

 

In groups they were then allowed to interact with the series of animations 

described above. During and after this interaction, they were asked to collectively 

answer six questions, designed to: probe their ability to make evolutionary predictions 

(three items), explain the origin of resistance (two items) and evaluate the animations 

(one item).  

 

Their discussions around the questions during interactions with the animations 

were video-taped and transcribed (verbatim). The questions were written on separate 

sheets that were handed to the pupils one after another. Thus, they could not see the 

next question before handing in their answer to the previous one. Each pupil group 

worked independently with the animations and the questions, while the role of the 

researchers was only to administer the question-sheets and clarify any ambiguities in the 

questions. The groups completed the interaction and group questions in times ranging 

from 47 to 72 minutes, and the recordings provided 7 hours and 9 minutes of 

transcribed video footage in total. 

 

Lastly, the students were individually asked to reconsider the initial closed item, 

either revise or retain their previous response, and justify their decision to change or 

retain it. At this point, the pupils were also asked to answer an open-response item 

targeting possible transfer of knowledge from a bacterial to a mammalian context. An 

overview of the collected data is provided in Table 1 and Figure 7. The questions that 

were posed to the pupils are displayed in Table 2. 
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Figure 7. Overview of the study design. 

 

Table 1. Overview of the data collected in the study. 

 Pre/during/after 

interaction 

Qualitative/quantitative Individual 

level/group level 

Closed-response item #1 Pre Quantitative Individual 

Group responses During Qualitative Group 

Transcripts from 

discussions 

During Qualitative Group/individual* 

Closed response item #2 After Quantitative Individual 

Justification to closed 

response item #2 

After Qualitative Individual 

Transfer item After Qualitative Individual 

*One group (five pupils) chose to be excluded from this part of the data collection. 

  

Table 2. The questions included in the study. 

Pre- (and 

post-*) 

exercise 

(individual, 

Which of the following best describes how bacteria develop 

resistance to antibiotics? 
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closed-

response) 

A. Bacteria always try to develop resistance when they are 

exposed to antibiotics. So, those that succeed will be 

protected the next time. 

B. Bacteria can become resistant if they infect a person who is 

already resistant because he or she has used too much 

antibiotics previously. 

C. Bacteria that have become resistant through random 

mutations can survive and spread when antibiotics kill 

non-resistant bacteria (correct option). 

D. Bacteria that have made a person ill will develop resistance if 

the person does not finish his or her course of treatment. 

Group 

questions 

(open-

response) 

After streaking bacteria on three plates (one neutral and two 

containing different types of antibiotics): 

1. What do you think the plates will look like after incubation? 

Provide as much detail as possible. 

After retrieval of the plates from the incubator: 

2. Were the results consistent with your expectations? Try to 

explain what has happened and why the plates look as they 

do. 

3. Now imagine that you isolate and grow bacteria from the 

AB2 plate, then streak them out on three new plates like the 

first set. How would these plates look after incubation? 

Explain why. 

4. When and how does the resistance arise in the bacteria shown 

in the animations? 

5. Mutations occur randomly and very rarely. Explain how the 

establishment and growth of resistant strains can still happen 

so quickly in the presence of antibiotics on the plates. 

Post-exercise 

(individual, 

open-

response) 

Earlier generations of giraffes did not have as long necks as those 

found today. Try to describe similarities and differences between the 

neck-development of giraffes and bacterial development of antibiotic 

resistance. 
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*This item was presented to the pupils again after the exercise, and then they were 

asked to justify their decision to change/not change their initial response. 

Analysis 

To detect any learning progress by the pupils, every individual’s responses to the closed 

items and the justifications for their responses were compared. A McNemar test was 

conducted to discern whether a statistically significant change (p <0.05) in the 

proportion of correct responses to the closed item before and after the exercise had 

occurred. Group responses were thematically coded and three to five response 

categories were created for each question. The transcripts were analysed in several steps 

using MaxQDA®. First, all authors read the complete transcripts, to get a sense of the 

material and identify key components and patterns (so-called pawing) (Ryan & Bernard, 

2003). Then, three of the authors independently conducted an inductive coding 

procedure (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). The results were merged and processed in 

several rounds, based on the posed research questions, until an acceptable categorisation 

scheme had been established. Responses to the transfer item were imported into 

MaxQDA and coded with respect to pupils’ use of the three general principles of natural 

selection: variation, inheritance of traits and selection of individuals with beneficial 

traits (Tibell & Harms, 2017).  

Results 

The number of correct responses to the closed item increased from six (of 32) before the 

exercise to 17 after it (Figure 8). A McNemar test indicated that the change in 

proportion of correct responses was statistically significant (p=0.007). Analysis of the 

group discussion transcripts identified themes corresponding to the two aspects 

encapsulated in research question 2: the ability to make predictions and understanding 
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of the origin of resistance. The results from the group assignments are presented in the 

following sections under headings derived from the research questions: predictions 

about resistance development, origin of resistance, influence of the animations on pupil 

reasoning and transfer to a mammalian context. 

 

Figure 8. Distributions of responses to the closed-response items 1 and 2, before and 

after the exercise (see Table 2). The increase in correct responses (option C) was 

statistically significant (p=0.007). 

 

Predictions about resistance development 

Seven out of the eight groups provided reasonable predictions in response to group 

question 1 regarding the agar plates’ appearance after the initial incubation (growth of 

many bacterial colonies on the AB0 plate and occasional colonies on the AB1 and AB2 

plates). The eighth group replied that colonies would grow on all plates without 

specifying to which relative degree. However, the transcript indicates that the required 

knowledge to predict relative numbers of colonies seems to have existed in the group: 
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Pupil #41: In the one without antibiotics the bacteria will grow visibly… …How 

will the other two… how will they… …But some of the bacteria will procreate. 

Those that are resistant. And the rest will die. 

Pupil #42: Incredible. 

In response to group question 2, asking them to explain the plates’ appearance, 

most (five of the eight groups) replied that antibiotics kill bacteria, without giving 

explanations for the few surviving colonies on the plates containing antibiotics. Of the 

remaining groups, two correctly explained that surviving colonies are due to bacteria 

that had acquired resistance and the explanation of the other group was that there was 

too little time for the antibiotics to eliminate all the bacteria.  

 

In response to question 3 (regarding patterns after streaking surviving bacteria 

from the AB2 plate containing one of the antibiotics on a fresh set of plates), half of the 

groups gave satisfactory answers. These included statements that the largest numbers of 

colonies will be found on AB0 and AB2 plates, due to the selection of AB2-resistant 

bacteria in the first round of cultivation, and again there will be occasional colonies on 

the AB1 plate. The other groups responded that there would be: more bacteria on the 

AB2 plate, with no explanations (one group); fewer bacteria on the AB0 plate due to the 

misunderstanding that not only bacteria, but also the antibiotic, will be transferred from 

the initial AB2 plate (one group); a general decrease in numbers of colonies on all plates 

(one group); and a non-coherent answer (one group). 

 

The inductive transcript analysis focusing on predictions about resistance 

development identified three general themes connecting the bacterial context to 

evolutionary reasoning. One was that the variation (resistance) is heritable and that the 

biotic potential of bacterial cell division might lead to a rapid increase of resistant 
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individuals. Another was that resistance is a trait that you either have or do not have, 

which will inevitably lead to survival or death (fitness). The third was that even rare 

changes could happen in a reasonable time due to short generation times. In addition, a 

fourth theme emerged from instances where the pupils integrated these aspects. These 

themes are all exemplified with quotes below. 

Inheritance: 

Pupil #3: It is somewhat like this, that bacteria divide into two copies. And if it is a 

resistant bacterium that divides then there will be more of these. So, in the end 

when… if it is one resistant then it becomes two, and then it becomes four and then 

it becomes eight and then it continues like that. 

Fitness: 

Pupil #41: But like, some of the bacteria will procreate. Those that are resistant, 

and the rest will die. 

Rare changes accumulate: 

Pupil #31: Sometimes an error could happen… and then, multiple generations pass 

without any errors. Because this happens fast and… then maybe the errors appear 

very rarely. 

Integration of aspects: 

Pupil #40: Now I am thinking about these… I don’t know but… the number of 

bacteria that already from the beginning… if any of these were mutants of 

whatever it was called. 

Pupil #35: Mm, they are mutants. 

Pupil #40: Yes, then these won’t go away. 

Pupil #35: No, and then there will… 

Pupil #40: Is it… could it be those that are still there in this… 

Pupil #35: Yes, it is those that will continue to… 

Pupil #40: They will increase again later. 
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Pupil #35: While those that are not resistant will die out. So, they adapt. 

Pupil #40: But I mean… then you could say that… they talk about this small, 

small chance that they… they will become mutificated (sic). 

Pupil #35: Yes, but given that these are the only ones left it will be… 

Pupil #40: They will become abundant and they will like copy themselves. 

Pupil #35: Yes… it is only those who will live. 

Pupil #40: Because they copy their DNA too. 

Pupil #35: Yes. 

Pupil #40: So, they will be like copies of themselves. 

Pupil #35: Mm. 

Pupil #40: And then they will reach high numbers. 

Pupil #35: Yes, in the end. 

Pupil #40: In the end… Aha! 

Origin of resistance 

When asked when and how resistance arises in bacteria (group question 4), the role of 

mutations was recognised in answers of six of the eight groups. Four of these also 

specified that mutations happened in the DNA in connection with replication and cell 

division. Two groups mistakenly attributed resistance to an active choice of the bacteria, 

which were implicitly assumed to have brains or willpower. 

 

When asked why resistant strains establish and grow relatively quickly, although 

mutations occur both rarely and randomly (group question 5), six groups replied that the 

variation is inherited through cell division and that this happens relatively quickly in 

bacteria. One group provided a teleological answer based on the bacteria ‘learning’ that 

resistance is good for them and one group did not give any answer.  

 

The transcript analysis around this topic identified two main themes for 

explaining the origin of resistance, one involving mutations and the other teleological 

explanations, which were divided into sub-themes as shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Themes emerging from analysis of transcripts of pupils’ explanations of the 

origins of resistance. 

Theme  

Mutations   

 Mutations are errors  

 Mutations are due to nucleotide mismatches 

Teleological explanations 

 On organism level 

  Bacteria learn to be resistant 

  Bacteria want to live and reproduce 

 On nucleotide level 

  Nucleotides are agents 

  Nucleotides are programmed 

 

 

Examples from subthemes in Table 3 are provided in the following excerpts. 

Mutations are errors: 

Pupil #41: Ok, why? Because some error happens in the copying of DNA when 

the cell is about to divide. 

Mutations are due to nucleotide mismatches: 

Pupil #16: T and A (inaudible). Most often it happened like that and… G and C. 

But sometimes it could happen that they ended up with the wrong partner. And 

that… 

Pupil #10: And that’s a mutation. 

Bacteria learn to be resistant: 

Pupil #31: When and why does the resistance arise? Well, it is because… when 

you use a lot of antibiotics… then it doesn’t help against… because the bacteria 

have gotten used to what it is. 

Pupil #43: Yes. 

Pupil #31: So, they can protect themselves against it. 
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Pupil #43: Yes, they have like... cracked the code. 

Bacteria want to live and reproduce: 

Pupil #43: It occurs because they want to live. Because everything wants to live 

and reproduce. It’s like the meaning of life. 

Pupil #31: *laugh* Well. Maybe not our lives but maybe the lives of the bacteria. 

Pupil #39: The meaning of life is to live. 

Pupil #43: No, the meaning of life is to procreate. 

Nucleotides as agents: 

Pupil #35: Yes, but what. They flew together there and then like wee… and then I 

discovered… oh we belong together here and… and then they discovered… no we 

don’t belong together… ah we can’t stand moving again. 

Nucleotides are programmed: 

Pupil #41: They are like programmed, I mean… in some way. Because they copy 

each other. And the others know where to be placed. I mean the other DNA-chain. 

Influence of the animations on pupils’ reasoning 

In several instances, the pupils made direct references to the events displayed in the 

animations when discussing their responses. This was especially apparent in connection 

to DNA-level molecular events: 

Researcher: When did the bacteria become resistant, if you think about what 

happened? 

Pupil #3: Something went wrong in the DNA-chains. And then they became like 

resistant. 

Pupil #7: Mm, because it was.. was it A and T that belonged together? 

Pupil #3: Mm, and then it was C and G or something like that. 

Pupil #7: Mm, should I write that when the different letters come in contact with 

the wrong letters… Wait, what were the letters actually? 

Pupil #3: It’s like the DNA-chains in the bacteria. 
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Another example from a different group: 

Pupil #13: So, it’s like when… when a bacterium like… or when antibiotics don’t 

help much because they sort of resist it. 

Pupil #10: Yeah, I understand now. 

Pupil #13: Mm. 

Pupil #16: Couldn’t it be during those events that it happens? When they are 

dividing? 

Pupil #13: It’s mutation or something. 

Pupil #14: Mm. 

Pupil #13: Here I think. 

Pupil #16: But couldn’t it be that there is a mutation that makes them become… 

Pupil #13: Yes. 

Pupil #14: I think so. Do you want to write 16 (inaudible)? 

Pupil #16: What should I write? 

Pupil #14: Hello… 

Pupil #13: It was like… for example… if C attaches to an A, then it becomes a 

mutation. 

When asked specifically, one pupil replied that random processes were easier to 

understand with the help of the animation:  

Researcher: What do you think it helped you understand? 

Pupil #13: That an animation so carefully demonstrated… how eh.. it happens 

randomly. 

Four of the participating pupils explicitly mentioned the animations as the cause 

for changing their responses to the closed-response item about how antibiotic resistance 

develops: 

Pupil #40: Previously, I didn’t know that resistant bacteria had to do with 

mutations, as it was explained in the animation. 

 

Pupil #41: The animation explained how the mutated bacteria were formed. 
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Pupil #44: Because now I know how it happens after the animation. 

 

Pupil #7: I haven’t chosen the same since I learned more from the animation. 

However, one mentioned that he or she had not changed response since he or she 

‘didn’t really get it’. 

Transfer to a mammalian context 

None of the pupils included variation, inheritance and selection in their comparison of 

bacterial development of resistance and giraffes’ development of longer necks. 

However, 16 of 32 pupils mentioned changes in genes or DNA in their answers. Four of 

these made explicit links between changes in the hereditary material (DNA or genes) 

and phenotypic changes, thus linking sub-micro and macro-level phenomena. For 

example:  

Pupil #3: Both maybe got a change in their DNA-strands which caused a change in 

their properties. 

Pupil #41: But then a DNA got mutated which led to a longer neck. 

One of the 32 pupils included multiple evolutionary concepts in his/her answer 

(randomness, genetic change leads to phenotypic change, inherited variation and change 

in population). Eight of 32 pupils explicitly mentioned similarities between the bacteria 

and mammal, often including genetic or DNA/changes, but other examples were also 

found, such as: 

Pupil #40: Both adapt to the environment […] both have to do with evolution.  

Two of the answers also identified dissimilarities between the organisms:  

Pupil #16: The bacteria do not change shape while the giraffes do. 

Pupil #4: Differences could be in the size.  
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In addition, four pupils based their answers on obviously teleological thinking, 

for example claiming that both the giraffes and the bacteria ‘needed’ to evolve in order 

to survive. 

Discussion 

This is the first study to provide empirical data regarding the potential efficacy of using 

dynamic visual material to teach natural selection and microbial antibiotic resistance 

simultaneously. The results indicate that most pupils who participated in the study could 

successfully apply basic evolutionary reasoning to bacterial resistance development 

after merely one hour of interacting with and discussing a series of animations. This has 

proved very difficult for pupils of the same age during national tests at the end of their 

standard biology courses (Lind Pantzare et al., 2014; 2015). Thus, antibiotic resistance, 

which is often cited as one of the reasons we need to learn about evolution, also seems 

to be a promising context in which to initiate teaching about evolution. 

 

The answers to the closed-response item reveal that pupils’ views on resistance 

development before the exercise were often based on a teleological conception, and/or 

the conception that resistance develops in humans rather than bacteria. There was a 

clear shift towards a correct explanation after the exercise, calling for deeper 

consideration of the nature of the peer discussions as well as the design of the 

animations. 

  

In accordance with the famous remark by Dobzhansky (1973) that nothing in 

biology makes sense except in the light of evolution, there are good reasons for 

advocating the teaching of evolution as an integrated theme throughout biology 

curricula (Nehm et al., 2009). Moreover, our results indicate that it is not essential to 
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teach general evolutionary mechanisms before bacterial contexts, instead they can be 

taught simultaneously. Our results also corroborate previous findings (e.g. Robson & 

Burns, 2011) that microbial contexts facilitate acquisition of an understanding of the 

origin of variation. Applying the reasoning in other contexts, especially regarding the 

selection processes, is harder. This may be due to surface features in the bacterial 

context (discussed below), and uneven understanding arising from design choices in the 

learning material (the animations). 

 

The transcript analyses suggest that some biological aspects are perceived 

differently in the bacterial context than in typical mammalian contexts. For example, in 

terms of reproduction, the pattern of cell division where a population is duplicated each 

generation facilitates pupils’ acceptance that a mutation will be present in increasing 

numbers of individuals over time. The short bacterial generation times and the 

possibility to cultivate large populations in small volumes are also helpful. The 

participating pupils appeared to readily accept that such circumstances allow very rare 

point-mutations to spread widely over the course of a few generations. In the animation, 

we assumed a generation time of 20 minutes and grew the bacteria in the test tube for 12 

hours, allowing 36 generations to pass. A comparable number of generations in a human 

context would require us to follow a total human population over more than 1 000 years 

(assuming a generation time of ca. 30 years). Although we do not know how the same 

pupils would reason about this context, it is well-established that inferring processes 

over long time periods is a problematic issue in evolutionary reasoning (e.g. Cheek, 

2010). Thus, starting with a bacterial context and directly perceivable time scales before 

translating acquired conceptions to corresponding processes in populations of other 

organisms, which could span enormous absolute time scales, may enable avoidance of 

conceptual problems associated with deep time in classroom situations. 
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With regard to fitness, the pupils perceived resistance as a discontinuous trait in 

the sense that an organism either does or does not have it. Specifically, in this context, a 

bacterium is either resistant and will live and reproduce, or it is not resistant and will 

consequently die, because it is born either with or without the relevant variation (due to 

its genetic make-up). This may be more advantageous for novice learners than learning 

about more subtle differences in levels of fitness associated with quantitative traits, 

typically used as textbook examples (for example, lengths of giraffes’ necks). These 

often tend to be mistakenly interpreted through soft inheritance mechanisms such as 

Lamarckian explanations that acquired traits are passed on to offspring (Gregory, 2009). 

This might be because more subtle changes have stronger resemblance to non-

hereditary changes that we do have individual control over, for example stimulation of 

muscle growth by physical training. The difference in the way that resistance is 

perceived might explain why pupils find it easier to explain with congenital changes. 

 

In their responses to the transfer item, the pupils included variation much more 

frequently than selection. This is intriguing, given previous indications that random 

factors such as genetic mutations (giving rise to variation) are among the most difficult 

aspects in learning about evolution (e.g. Garvin-Doxas & Klymkowsky, 2008). It should 

also be noted that the pupils had not been exposed previously to the general principles 

underlying natural selection (variation, inheritance and selection, see e.g. Tibell & 

Harms, 2017) and that the animations did not address all these principles explicitly, 

mainly focusing on origin of variation at the molecular level. This could well be one 

reason for the pupils’ recognition of DNA-level similarities between mammals and 

bacteria. 
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It is a well-documented problem that learners tend to use different types of 

explanations for different biological phenomena (Nehm & Ha, 2011). For example, 

explanations have been found to vary with the context of questionnaire items in terms of 

both evolutionary phenomena (e.g. trait loss or gain) and biological taxa (Nehm & Ha, 

2011). Until the causes of the different types of reasoning are elucidated and addressed 

it is clearly important to treat associated issues seriously and cautiously. In test 

situations, for example, including similar items with references to different organisms 

may enable distinction between understanding linked to surface features and broader 

understanding of general principles. Moreover, in teaching, insights into which contexts 

are associated with particular affordances permit the design of effective teaching tools. 

In this case, the results indicate that the bacterial context is promising for grasping 

random mutations and their role in generating variation. This might be at least partly 

due to the short physical distance between the location of genes and sites of their 

functions in unicellular organisms, and perhaps the absolute difference in fitness that 

antibiotic resistance is perceived to grant. Since DNA is the basis for variation and one 

of the unifying essences in evolution, given its ubiquity in all living organisms, effective 

teaching in this domain may be a key to successful transfer across organisms. 

 

For a full understanding of biological phenomena, submicroscopic processes 

need to be considered and represented (Tsui & Treagust, 2013). The findings that 50 % 

of the pupils mentioned genetic changes or DNA as a common denominator between 

mammals and bacteria is therefore interesting and encouraging in the light of the 

animation’s focus on the genetic level. This indicates that visualisations could provide 

an effective way of conveying the principles of natural selection and enable their 

transfer between taxa of organisms. However, only four of 32 pupils made links 

between organisational levels. Future versions of the animations may benefit from 
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including clearer transitions between, for example, gene-alterations, modified proteins 

and cellular functions to individual characteristics. Other potential developments of the 

teaching intervention could include adding examples of evolution from diverse taxa and 

enabling the learner to abstract the mechanisms involved from these examples by 

linking multiple representations. 

 

It is difficult to separate the relative learning effect of the bacterial context and 

the medium (the interactive animations). Undoubtedly, the design choices and narrative 

in the animations influenced the pupils’ understanding of the subject. While this might 

be seen as a limitation of the study, our aim was to qualitatively explore beneficial and 

troublesome aspects of learning the evolution of antibiotic resistance through 

animations. Hence, we were also interested in visual tools’ potential to clarify the 

evolutionary mechanisms involved in the development of bacterial resistance. Future 

studies could control for possible confounding of medium and context by using an 

experimental design that, for example, compares one group using animations with 

another group using only text and/or two groups using animations focusing on the same 

mechanisms in different contexts. 

 

Instances of teleological reasoning could be found across the data, from 

explanations of nucleotide mismatches to how organisms or even species choose to 

adapt in different environments. These are not surprising results, given that the 

participating pupils had no previous training in evolutionary biology and that learners 

are generally limited to a repertoire of simple causal models (Perkins and Grotzer 

2005). In fact, teleological thinking could be viewed as a cognitive instinct and deserves 

to be addressed explicitly with, for example, meta-cognitive activities (Gonzales Galli 

& Meinardi, 2011). Our data provide no indications of the best way to counter 
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teleological reasoning in the classroom. However, we note that teleological statements 

do not necessarily reflect a person’s actual understanding (e.g. Zohar & Ginossar, 

1998), and that discerning whether pupils use such statements in a concrete sense or as 

metaphors is a challenging task for science teachers (Höst & Anward, 2017).  

 

In conclusion, what are the implications for biology teachers? We have found a 

number of characteristics related to the bacterial context for teaching natural selection. 

Among these are that acceptance of occurrence and spread of rare point-mutations are 

facilitated by the bacterial biotic potential. Further, the perception of resistance as a 

discontinuous trait provides a way to counter Lamarckian explanations commonly 

found in more subtle fitness traits. Our results also confirm earlier research that the 

students are more prone to include molecular explanations in bacterial evolution 

compared to the evolution of animals. However, teleological explanations are still 

frequently occurring and these need to be considered in the classroom. Evolution is 

undoubtedly a hard subject to learn and requires a longer period of teaching to be 

successful (e.g. Andrews et al., 2011). Thus, a single introductory exercise is unlikely to 

affect pupils’ wider understanding profoundly. However, given that grasping the origin 

of variation is one of the hardest aspects for students to accomplish (e.g. Speth et al., 

2014), and the relative improvement of the pupils in our sample, we conclude that using 

antibiotic resistance is a promising context in which to initiate teaching about evolution 

and natural selection. 
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